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02/01/2024 Very good

02/01/2024 Good

02/01/2024 Good I find using the internet challenging

02/01/2024 Very good

02/01/2024 Good

02/01/2024 Good

03/01/2024 Good Expected an earlier appointment for my problem.

03/01/2024 Very good It is always very easy to contact Belmont Medical Centre

03/01/2024 Very good They often reply the next day

03/01/2024 Good "'ive been about once and the doctors weren't available so i never figured out the issue, it went away. they told me not to worry, i didnt, they were right."

04/01/2024 Very good "'They always provide an excellent, quick service and all the GPs and staff are always helpful and friendly "

04/01/2024 Good

04/01/2024 Very good

04/01/2024 Very good Itâ€™s very helpful 

04/01/2024 Good

05/01/2024 "'Don't know"

05/01/2024 Very good I have always received good and attentive service from this GP

05/01/2024 Good This is on past experiences.  Canâ€™t answer for this one yet

05/01/2024 Very good Dr Ramchandani is always understanding and caring. She always listens and make one feel cared for.

08/01/2024 Neither good nor poor

08/01/2024 Neither good nor poor

08/01/2024 Neither good nor poor

08/01/2024 Good

08/01/2024 Very good

08/01/2024 Very good great service

08/01/2024 Very good

09/01/2024 Neither good nor poor "'It's a good system, but I'm not sure why I'm being asked to rate BMC as I've had no contact with them throughout this process."

09/01/2024 Very good They always respond promptly to requests and are very helpful.

09/01/2024 Neither good nor poor

09/01/2024 Neither good nor poor

10/01/2024 Very good Very good GPs - Dr Donner has listened 

10/01/2024 Good

10/01/2024 Very good Straight forward 

10/01/2024 Very good

10/01/2024 Very good

11/01/2024 Poor "'I've been placed on antidepressants, but when I went to request a refill they haven't been added to my repeat prescriptions.  It's extra hassle having to get on PATCHS to request a refill, which may still not be added to my repeat list."

11/01/2024 Very good Quick and easy

12/01/2024 Very poor Crap system 

12/01/2024 Good Efficient 

15/01/2024 Very good

15/01/2024 Good

15/01/2024 Very good

15/01/2024 Very good Easy to use patchâ€™s

15/01/2024 Very good

16/01/2024 Very good

18/01/2024 Good "'It depends on response to Patchs request sent today.  Experience previously has been very good by Dr Ramchandani and Dr Donner and others I have seen.  I was just disappointed that having requested a referral at the end of October it didn't appear to have been done so Dr Ramchandani sorted it for me."

19/01/2024 Very good

22/01/2024 Very good Helpful and try best to fit you in as necessary.

22/01/2024 Very good Always super responsive



22/01/2024 Very good .....

22/01/2024 Very good

23/01/2024 Good

23/01/2024 Good Would haave preferred a call back from my GP

23/01/2024 Very good

24/01/2024 Very good a well run professional establishment

24/01/2024 Neither good nor poor

24/01/2024 Very good Efficient 

24/01/2024 Very poor "'The receptionist are really nice, but I ended up having to go to A&E in order to get my knee physically looked at"

24/01/2024 Very good

24/01/2024 Very good  .....

25/01/2024 Good

25/01/2024 Good

26/01/2024 Very good Very professional 

29/01/2024 Good

29/01/2024 Very good Belmont Medical Service help me every time.when I needed

29/01/2024 Very good Staff answer my queries and take action when necessary in a professional manner.

29/01/2024 Good "'Quick responses, good care"

29/01/2024 Good Quick to use and better than being in a queue on the phone.

29/01/2024 Good

29/01/2024 Very good

29/01/2024 Very good I have been very happy about the GP for their support and help so far and we are thankful to the team.

30/01/2024 Very good

30/01/2024 "'Don't know" I dont like having no choice

30/01/2024 Very good Cause she was polite and very nice and helpful 

30/01/2024 Neither good nor poor "'I have not seen a GP today, but I was unable to move on to the next page with ticking the boxes.  The time allocated to fill in the Patches form with all the questions asked is much too short. "

30/01/2024 Very good

31/01/2024 Good Staff are always willing to help 

31/01/2024 Very good

31/01/2024 Neither good nor poor

31/01/2024 Good



"'ive been about once and the doctors weren't available so i never figured out the issue, it went away. they told me not to worry, i didnt, they were right."

"'They always provide an excellent, quick service and all the GPs and staff are always helpful and friendly "

I have always received good and attentive service from this GP

This is on past experiences.  Canâ€™t answer for this one yet

Dr Ramchandani is always understanding and caring. She always listens and make one feel cared for.

"'It's a good system, but I'm not sure why I'm being asked to rate BMC as I've had no contact with them throughout this process."

They always respond promptly to requests and are very helpful.

"'I've been placed on antidepressants, but when I went to request a refill they haven't been added to my repeat prescriptions.  It's extra hassle having to get on PATCHS to request a refill, which may still not be added to my repeat list."

"'It depends on response to Patchs request sent today.  Experience previously has been very good by Dr Ramchandani and Dr Donner and others I have seen.  I was just disappointed that having requested a referral at the end of October it didn't appear to have been done so Dr Ramchandani sorted it for me."



"'The receptionist are really nice, but I ended up having to go to A&E in order to get my knee physically looked at"

Belmont Medical Service help me every time.when I needed

Staff answer my queries and take action when necessary in a professional manner.

Quick to use and better than being in a queue on the phone.

I have been very happy about the GP for their support and help so far and we are thankful to the team.

"'I have not seen a GP today, but I was unable to move on to the next page with ticking the boxes.  The time allocated to fill in the Patches form with all the questions asked is much too short. "



"'I've been placed on antidepressants, but when I went to request a refill they haven't been added to my repeat prescriptions.  It's extra hassle having to get on PATCHS to request a refill, which may still not be added to my repeat list."

"'It depends on response to Patchs request sent today.  Experience previously has been very good by Dr Ramchandani and Dr Donner and others I have seen.  I was just disappointed that having requested a referral at the end of October it didn't appear to have been done so Dr Ramchandani sorted it for me."



"'I have not seen a GP today, but I was unable to move on to the next page with ticking the boxes.  The time allocated to fill in the Patches form with all the questions asked is much too short. "



"'It depends on response to Patchs request sent today.  Experience previously has been very good by Dr Ramchandani and Dr Donner and others I have seen.  I was just disappointed that having requested a referral at the end of October it didn't appear to have been done so Dr Ramchandani sorted it for me."


